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Cock O’ Walk 2021 Final 
 
On Sunday 19th September the Cock O’ Walk final 

was played in atrocious  conditions.  Both team 

members commented that they had never played 

in conditions like it.  One team suggested at the 

toss of the coin who was teeing off first, maybe the 

toss could decide the game, and everyone would 

stay dry!   

Richard and Josh Lewis played Ricky Jenkins and 

Brett Hall.  Brett Hall’s father Reg Hall and his 

partner Colin Barnes were   team winners in the 

inaugural Cock O’ Walk in 1973. 

The game was tightly contested and at the turn on 

the 9th Richard and Josh were up by one. 

On the 12th it was a wonder any player, caddy, 

Umpire, and supporters could stand up at all with 

the rain blowing horizontally across the green. 

One down, playing the 15th Ricky put a shot within 

a couple of metres of the hole.  Josh put one on the green about twenty feet from the hole, which 

he putted to within a foot.  Ricky just missed his birdie putt and Josh holed his par putt to win the 

hole and go 2 up with 3 to go. 

On the 16th Brett and Josh both received a shot and Brett was conceded a 5 nett par with Josh 

having a 20-footer or there abouts to halve the hole.  Without nerves he stepped up and sank the 

putt to halve the hole and to go 2 up with 2 to play. 

On the 17th Ricky scored a par and Richard with shaking hands and knees stepped up to take up a 

3-foot  putt to halve the hole and take victory, which he did. 

Congratulations to Richard and Josh, and undoubtedly Josh will not be on the handicap he was  for 

the final for much longer. 

ON PAR 
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The game was played in great spirit and good sportsmanship and congratulations to Ricky and 

Brett for a great competition in terrible conditions. 

 

The Prize Money for the Cock O’ Walk 2021 and winners were:- 

1st $1887.00 Richard and Josh Lewis (pictured above) 

2nd $1132.00 Ricky Jenkins and Brett Hall   (pictured)         

3rd $188.00 Equal  Winners – Neville Smith & Tony Dick,                                                                                                   

Sam Vickers & Ben Smith 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Beginner’s Clinic 

 
The Ladies’ Committee assisted by Greg Boyd will be running a Beginner’s Clinic running for five weeks 

commencing Wednesday 20th October at 6PM.  

 If you know of anyone interested, please let one of the lady committee members know.  

If anyone has a set or just a few clubs not being used and are willing to lend them for the period the clinic 

runs they would be much appreciated. 
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Chick O’ Walk 2021 Final 

 

 
 
The Chick ‘O Walk final was held in more favourable conditions than the men had to endure.  
The winners Katrina Mitchelson and Janelle Thompson were made to play some excellent golf to 
defeat Dixie Williamson and Carol Brandon 2up. Congratulations to both pairings. 
 

Hole in One 
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Vets Secretary David Dunham was recently gifted a glittering gold golf ball that looked like 

something that would fall off a Xmas tree. A few of his mates thought it had to be a trick ball and 

couldn’t wait to see it explode when he teed off the first on Wednesday the 8th. 

No explosion, up the middle, on for 3, 2 putts and he walked off with 5 for 3. 

Now to the second and using his trusty driver (old age has caught up with him) the golden gem 

lands just short of the green, rolls towards the flag and disappears. David was immediately on 

the phone to the donor of the ball Trish Hodgetts (Port Sorell member) and ordered another 2 

dozen gold balls. 

A strange coincidence arose during the round when it was learned that all four members of the 

group were part of the Hole in One club. 

Alan Sing, Graeme Sward, Ringarooma visitor Brian Flowers and David. 

 

 

Team Thirlstane 
 

Spring has arrived and there has been a lot of activity around the club. 

 The ladies’ room has a new paint job and old furniture replaced.  Peter and Paul Bagot, Charlie 

Sienesi and Doug Walton did a great job and Ladies President Bev Sienesi is very happy with the 

result. 

The driveway entrance to the club is almost finished, just a small amount of line marking remains 

to be done. I am sure you will agree the entrance looks much better than it did and is much safer. 

Alex McDonald has been working on the entrance road from the cattle grids and our entrance to 

the club looks a whole lot better. 

Mike Rataj is a mean man on the whipper snipper and had done a great job in cleaned up the 

creek hazard between the fifth and seventh fairways .  

Scott Westlake, Alan Sing, Mike Rataj and Tony Vaughan erected an Armco traffic barrier where 

the road passes over the water course on the way to the horse arena. This water course crossing 

is now much safer for Club members and the equestrian visitors to the club. 

The gardens have received a lot of attention from Loraine Smith, Irene Page and Jan Richardson. 

The gardens are a significant enhancement to the appearance of our golf course and will only get 

better as time goes on.  

A big thanks to everyone who does work around the club. This is the reason our course and facilities are 

much admired by members and visitors alike.  
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As I said in my last AGM report, the team approach to making our club function is both effective and 

civilized and is far preferable to a profit driven single minded corporate model. 

Well done team 

 

Bevis Dutton 

 

Dam Level near 4th 
 

Some of you may have noticed a sudden rise in the level of the bottom dam. This was not due to 

any excess runoff following recent rains but to the number of balls “deposited” there by none 

other than Vets member Graeme “The Wombat” Sward. 

Playing in the September medal stroke, Graeme’s tee shot was a bit skinny, collided with the 

wooden plinth around the pathway and ricochet into the vast unknown. 

Not deterred our man teed up again only to put this one in the dam. Take a drop at point of 

entry, play 5 and this one meets the same fate. 

A deep breath, another ball, change of club, playing 7 and 

kerplunk another bites the dust (or water). 

Yet another even deeper breath, a different club and finally he is 

on the fairway for 9. 

Trouble wasn’t finished with yet as 10, 11 & 12 all ended up in 

the trees on the left, 13 behind another tree, chip out for 14 on 

for 15 and walk off with 17. 

Next time round off #13 there was a massive improvement of 9 

shots. 

The decision as to who would win the pink ball was a foregone 

conclusion. 
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The Ladies’ New Look Change Room 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Before 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to Peter and Paul Baggott, Charlie Sienesi and Doug Walton for their work and thankyou 

also to Jan and Richard Gamble for their time and effort in arranging the now stunning looking 

room. Well done to all who contributed and we look forward to showing it off to visitors in the 

near future. 
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Wild Flowers On Our Golf Course. 

Dianella tasmanica 

Blue Flax  or Tasman Flax Lily.  

The first specimen of Dianella tasmanica was collected in 1837 by Ronald Gunn in Tasmania. It is 

a perennial species found in moist, shaded forests in Tasmania, Victoria and along the east coast 

of New South Wales. Its common names include Tasman Flax Lily, Flax Lily and Blue Berry Flax Lily. 

The strap-like leaves are up to 950 mm long and between 14 to 

32mm wide, indented along the mid vein, with a toothed edge that 

has a tendency to curl backwards on some leaves. There is a red 

edge on most leaves near the base of the flattened clumps. On 

branching stems the small clusters of lavender to violet flowers, 

with yellow stamens and anthers, are produced in spring to 

summer, followed by large blue berries 10 to 25 mm long. The fruit 

can be eaten and has a taste similar to grapes. The fruits are bird dispersed. Aboriginal people have 

used the fruit to dye Lomandra leaves when making baskets. 

Propagation can be by seed, but is best carried out by clump division. 

Once established, Dianella tasmanica needs little or no work or irrigation as it is drought and frost 

tolerant. It does prefer some shade but can grow in heavy shade. It would be a great choice for 

mass planting under large trees. 

Dianella can be found on our course on our Northern boundary adjacent to the eighth fairway. It 

grows well in household gardens and it can tolerate quite dry conditions. 

 

Bevis 

       

http://avh.ala.org.au/occurrences/search?taxa=Dianella+tasmanica#tab_mapView

